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Abstract:

The study provides a detailed analysis of power systems for unmanned aerial vehicles with 
a spotlight on advantages and disadvantages of their solutions. The main theme focuses on 
a possibility of using fuel cells in UAV systems with emphasis on technological aspects. Presented
types of fuel cells, along with the most essential characteristics, show their alternatives in practical
use. The procedure describes a current development for unmanned aerial platforms using fuel
cells. After evaluation of available solutions, preferred cell types are proposed to be used in these
systems. In respect to it, unmanned aerial vehicles profiles present chosen results, their
characteristics, selection criteria and development. 
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1.1. fuel cells basic principleFuel cells are electrochemical devices that generate electricity converting chemical energystored in hydrogen fuel using oxidant (usually oxygen gas from the air) and keep operating aslong as fuel and oxidizer are supplied.  When fuel cells are fed with hydrogen the only side products of the electrochemical reactionin fuel cells are water, heat and low oxygen-containing exhaust air (gonzalez-espasandin,2014).Fuel cells produce low voltages (single cell around 0.6÷0.7V) but since they are modulardevices, they can be assembled into a fuel cell stack in order to reach the desired amount ofelectrical power required for most uaV applications. The number of individual cells and their



arrangement determines the electrical output of the stack. Increasing the number of cells in a stack increases the voltage while increasing the surface area of the cells increases the current.Their power ranges from micro to megawatts making them suitable for a multiplicity ofapplications.In addition to stack fuel cell systems consist of a number of components. The important partof the system is a balance of plant that ensures operation, functionality and electrical energydistribution of the specific application. elements of plant balance include thermal andhumidification management, electric power conditioning, interface functions and a fuelprocessor if needed.all individual cells consist of three basic components: an anode, a cathode, and electrolyte.The anode and the cathode is separated by electrolyte allowing protons to pass through it.electrons flow through an external electrical circuit producing an electric direct current that canpower a load. The specific reactions that take place at the anode, cathode and ions presentedin the fuel cell depend on the type of a fuel cell (Spencer, 2013).The main advantages of fuel cells are their low greenhouse gases emissions, high efficiency,modularity, fuel flexibility, a range of applications, a low level of noise generation, weight dueto hybridization possibility to lower fuel cell power and weight, a low infrared signature andalso reversibility in rFc regenerative Fuel cell. The main advantage of applying rFc is theirpotential of reaching higher specific energy densities than any advance battery systems, whichmakes them suitable for applications that require storage of a large amount of energy.hybrid energy storage and propulsion systems for spacecraft, high altitude long endurancesolar aircraft (hale), vehicles, backup power and remote off-grid power sources are theapplications where rFc can be implemented (revankar, 2013).  The theoretical specific energy of hydrogen and oxygen combined in an electrochemicalreaction is 3.6 kWh/kg. even the mass of hydrogen and oxygen storage tanks, as well as rFcitself, are taken into account. The overall specific energy density about 1kWh/kg is still higherthan that of any advance battery system (barbir, 2005).however, there is also a need for improvement in weight, volume, cost reduction, sensitivityof the electrode catalyst to poisons and the poor hydrogen generation infrastructure in orderto deliver fuel for fuel cells, which are already in use (Spencer, 2013).There are numbers of applications where fuel cells are advantageous, such as: auxiliarypower units for ground vehicles, ships, and aircraft, unmanned air, ground, and underwatervehicles (uXVs), remote sensors and surveillance, vehicular or remote applications, boats,submarines, backup power, soldier wearable and portable power, distributed stationary power,ground support equipment, light-duty vehicles, mobile electric power, personnel transport andcogeneration (gross, 2011).
1.2. current power supply systems for uavsunmanned aerial vehicles are equipped with different types of power units. In order tochoose a valuable design, it is important to base the judgement on system types, speed andendurance. unmanned aerial systems became rapidly popular and solutions are used in varioussurveillance and monitoring within the areas of air, ground and underwater. over 90% ofcivilian uaVs are powered by battery systems. The current state of lithium batteries showsthat they are already common in use. Nicad and NiMh batteries are now used very rearly inevery day use as well as in uaVs. The reason for the popularity of lithium batteries is their highenergy density. For the same reason, there is an ongoing intensive research of use of fuel cellsin unmanned systems. It is important to identify current solutions on the market.
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batteries are currently the most popular way to power uaVs. batteries composed of a seriesof cells from one to several and may be a series or parallelly connected. Individual cells or a single cell battery in lithium Ion or liPoly is between 3.2 to 3.7 volts, depending on chemistry.There are lithium ion (li-ion), lithium iron phosphate (liFePo4), lithium polymer (liPo) andlithium titanate batteries. batteries are relatively heavy, and that is one of the biggest problems.batteries are currently limited to 150 – 200 Wh/kg and are expected to show an increase of upto 300 Wh/kg within the next few years. The most important research and developmentchallenges are: an improvement of specific energy and power (in order to achieve independentelectric drive range), extending the battery lifetime, lifecycle assessment and recycling processesand improvement of economic parameters and prices. The most popular systems are:• licoo2 lithium cobalt oxide battery has a high energy density but also a low dischargerate and flammable safety hazard.• liFePo4 lithium Iron Phosphate battery gets lower energy density but it is safer with a higher discharge rate and longer lifetime. They are unfortunately heavier than other lit-hium batteries with an equivalent capacity.• liPo lithium Polymer battery consists of a flat pack with a polymer separator, higher dis-charge rates and lower energy density. liPo batteries use normal lithium ion chemistries,the polymer separators reduce capacity but permit higher discharge rates. Their life spanis 600 nominal discharge cycles.• lithium Ion battery has a very high energy density, up to twice the energy density of aliPo. however, the problem lies in a very low discharge rate, i.e. about 2c. another ad-vantage of lithium ion batteries is their operation to over a thousand charge cycles. Theyalso have a large potential to further increase energy density by using advanced anodeand cathode materials. lithium ion batteries are vulnerable to short-circuiting and over-charging. lead acid, Ni-cd and Ni-Mh batteries perform safely even after short-circuitingand overcharging because they have low energy capacity and use inflammable electrolyte.however, when a lithium ion battery short circuits, high electricity flows are created andthe battery temperature increases to several hundred degrees within seconds, heating upneighboring cells and resulting in the entire battery combustion reaction.The lithium ion (li-Ion) and the fuel cell (Fc) technology comparison is presented belowbased on luo et al., 2015: • energy density (Wh/l): ∘ li-Ion: 200–500 (chen et al., 2009);∘ Fc: 500–3000 (chen et al., 2009);• Power density (W/l):∘ li-ion: 1500–10,000 (Technical report, 2011);∘ Fc: 500+ (chen et al., 2009);• Specific energy (Wh/kg)∘ li-Ion: 75–200 (chen et al., 2009);∘ Fc: 800–10,000 (chen et al., 2009);• Specific power (W/kg):∘ li-ion: 150–315 (chen et al., 2009), 500–2000 (hadjipaschalis at al., 2009);∘ Fc: 500+ (chen et al., 2009), 5–800 (Winter, brodd, 2004);• Power rating (MW):∘ li-Ion: 0–0.1 (chen et al., 2009), 1–100 (rastler, 2010);∘ Fc: up to 50 (chen et al., 2009) and more according to Fuel cell energy Solutions gmbh,12/2012;
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• daily self-discharge (%):∘ li-Ion: 0.1–0.3 (chen et al., 2009), 1 & 5 (díaz-gonzález F et al., 2012);∘ Fc: almost zero (chen et al., 2009);• lifetime (years):∘ li-Ion: 5– 15 (chen et al., 2009);∘ Fc: 5–15 (chen et al., 2009), 20+(Smith, 2000);• cycling times (cycles): ∘ li-Ion: 1000–10,000 (chen et al., 2009), up to 20,000 (dTI report, 2004);∘ Fc: 1000+ (chen et al., 2009), 20,000+ (Smith, 2000);• discharge efficiency (%):∘ li-Ion: 85 (Shoenung, 2001);∘ Fc: 59 (Shoenung, 2001);• cycle efficiency (%):∘ li-Ion: 90–97 (chen et al., 2009), 75–90 (rastler, 2010);∘ Fc: 20–50 (chen et al., 2009), 45–66 (Schaber et al., 2004);• response time: ∘ li-Ion: Milliseconds, <1/4 cycle (beaudin et al., 2010);∘ Fc: Seconds, <1/4 cycle (Shoenung, 2001);• Suitable storage duration:∘ li-Ion: Minutes–days (chen et al., 2009), short-to-med. Term;∘ Fc: hours–months (chen et al., 2009);• discharge time at power rating:∘ li-Ion: Minutes–hours (chen et al., 2009);∘ Fc: Seconds–24 h+ (chen et al., 2009);• Power capital cost ($/kW):∘ li-Ion: 1200–4000 (chen et al., 2009), 900–1300 (hadjipaschalis at al., 2009), 1590(rastler, 2010);∘ Fc: 500 (Shoenung, 2001), 1500–3000 (Mekhilef et al., 2012);• energy capital cost ($/kW h):∘ li-Ion: 600–2500 (chen et al., 2009), 2770–3800 (rastler, 2010);∘ Fc: 15 (Shoenung, 2001), 2–15€/kWh (Kaldellis, zafirakis, 2007);• operating and maintenance cost:∘ li-Ion: -∘ Fc: 0.0019–0.0153 $/kW (Mekhilef et al., 2012);• Maturity:∘ li-Ion: demonstration;∘ Fc: developing/demonstration.In the Figure 1.2.1 batteries and aeroPaK fuel cell system (www.hes.sg, 2014) comparisonassuming 200W constant power over time is presented. 
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Figure 1.2.1  batteries and aeroPaK fuel cell system comparison assuming 200W constant power over time based on horizon energy Systems data (www.hes.sg, 2014).combustion engines are lightweight, have high power and range, but they are not withoutdrawbacks. The problem is that they are loud, and the noise of the engine makes it easier todetect. In addition, the internal combustion engines used for a propulsion drone emit a lot ofheat so that the machine can be traced by such detectors as infrared detectors used in homingrockets. The problem is also emission of harmful gases. currently used combustion engines,can be divided into the following groups:• reciprocating engines: distinction can be made by the combustion process (spark-ignitionengines, diesel engines, etc.), cycle (two-stroke and four-stroke engines), intake manifoldpressure (naturally aspirated and supercharged engines), air-cooled or water onces.classification depends on the type of main cycle and its respective fuel, for example petrol oroil. one of the main weaknesses are vibrations that prevent torque to be delivered smoothly.Those motors are suitable for small and medium-sized uaV operations and short-range, sothe Maximum Takeoff Weight (MToW) is typically below 1,000 kg. reciprocating enginesare also harder for maintenance regarding complexity and fuel. • Jet engines: they produce thrust and can be classified into jet engines and turbofans. Jetengines (jet-turbines or turbojets) are typical Fighting Vehicle unmanned air Vehicles (uaV).Turbofan are typical in high subsonic and are more frequently used in commercial aviationthan in uaVs. If instead of thrust, power is supplied to the drive shaft of the propeller orrotor, they may be classified as turboprop engines, wherein the turbine engine is connectedto a conventional drive. Jet engines are time efficient and produce less vibration thanreciprocating engines but they are not suitable for operation at a low speed due to their highconsumption at partial load.• other types of engines, such as Wankel engine, which is becomming more popular, due tosmooth and simple operation and high durability (after their sealing and torsional vibrationproblems being currently solved) (gonzalez-espasandin, 2014).
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below, the article provides the comparison of different propulsion systems based on thepublication of hepperle, 2012 and assumes similar flight performance with 50kW of power for2 hours of cruising. 100 kWh is assumed to be needed for the flight. From a number of possibleconfigurations the four following typical propulsion systems are considered: • battery powered system (battery); • kerosene fuel cell powered system (Fc Kerosene);• hydrogen fuel cell powered system (Fc hydrogen);• internal combustion engine system (I/c). due to energy losses at each conversion step assumptions of on-board energy conversionefficiencies for components of discussed propulsion systems were made and are presented inTable 1.2.1. The efficiency comparison do not include the generation of electricity on the groundand the generation and distribution of fuel or electricity. The energy efficiency of a fuel cell isgenerally around 40–60% depending on a fuel cell type, but can be even higher withcogeneration – combined heat and power (chP) systems, up to 85% (doe hydrogen Program,2006).  In the article the efficiency of fuel cell in a fuel cell powered system is assumed at thelevel of 55%. It can be seen that electric systems present the highest on-board system efficiencycompared to internal combustion engine systems.

Table 1.2.1 assumptions of energy conversion efficiencies for different on-board propulsion system components (hepperle, 2012)The comparison of the different propulsion systems depends on multiple factors, which needto be considered. The energy required for a flight is stored on-board and is defined by twoparameters: the energy density – the energy per unit volume and the specific energy – theenergy per unit mass, which are necessary in order to compare different power sources(hepperle, 2012). For instance liquid hydrogen fuel has a higher specific energy than gasoline,but a lower volumetric energy density. based on the assumptions and according to the hyFish Flying Fuel cell demonstrator Projectin order to obtain a flight performance, comparable to a battery-powered aircraft, the fuel cellsystem should have 3 kg/kW gravimetric power density (www.smartfish.ch, 2011). other important factor is the mass of each type of propulsion system, which is stronglydependent on energy storage and conversion. Mass and efficiency comparison of propulsionsystems providing a shaft power of 50kW for 2 hours based on the assumptions and thepublication of hepperle, 2012 is presented in the Figure 1.2.2. 
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Figure 1.2.2 Mass and efficiency comparison of propulsion systems providing a shaft power of 50kW for 2 hours (hepperle, 2012).2. curreNT aPPlIcaTIoNS oF Fuel cellS SySTeMS IN uaVS
2.1. fuel cells technically practicable for use in unmanned flying platformsThe development of fuel cell technology reduces the weight per unit voulme at the same timeincreasing power and energy density. as a result, one of the biggest problems in aviationtechnology, i.e. mass, has been improved. Furthermore, the development in this area isconstantly being implemented. This results in an advantage of fuel cell systems over advancedbatteries in uaVs by lower life cycle cost, extended run times, a reduced size and weight. Fuelcells, practically, do not emit exhaust fumes except small amounts of water vapor, which meansno emission as compared to traditional combustion engines. Moreover, heat emission isrelatively small, in comparison with reciprocating engines, which makes planes practicallyuntraceable by means of infrared devices. additionally, the lack of moving parts increasesreliability, simplifies service and decreases vibration (dudek, 2013). generally, fuel cells can beclassified according to two parameters: the type of electrolyte and temperature. because of theelectrolyte, we can distinguish:• dMFc - direct Methanol Fuel cell• PeMFc – electrolyte Membrane Fuel cell or Proton exchange Membrane Fuel cell • aFc – alkaline Fuel cell• PaFc – Phosphoric acid Fuel cell• McFc – Molten carbonate Fuel cell• SoFc – Solid oxide Fuel cellan important element to use fuel cells is their operating temperature,  size and weight. giventhese parameters, precludes the use of aFc, PaFc and McFc cells in unmanned systems. If weconsider the use of dcFc, we must take into account the toxicity of methanol. In addition, theanode has a limited resistance to carbon monoxide, which is formed during the oxidation ofmethanol. dcFc cell efficiency is  substantially lower than the PeMFc. currently on the market
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the most advanced and widely available are PeMFc. Their working temperature is below 100°c,so that they can be used in uaV systems (Stolten, 2012). The current SoFc operatingtemperatures are above 800°c, which are considered to be used as a system support forequipment in unmanned aerial vehicles.Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PeMFc) system performs high energy, integratedin the rechargeable energy systems (bradley, 2007). Their main advantage is low temperature(80-160°c) during operations in transportation and portable devices with high power density.cells are able to achieve different orientations and do not utilize corrosive fluids (larmine,2003). Mostly characterized with a high efficiency, fast responses to loads, a reliable output ofpower for vehicular and mobile applications. PeMFc which is propelled by a fuel in form ofclean hydrogen, that enables the use for maneuverable and high endurance uaVs forsurveillance applications. The above mentioned values allow to build a light and low costvehicle with small volume systems (gonzalez-espasandin, 2014).Solid oxide Fuel cell (SoFc) system is a subsidiary part of the PeMFc but having a differentweight. For that reason, the type of fuel cell is of a smaller interest than PeMFc. another aspectis temperature for operating the fuel cell, which ranges from 800-1,000°c and generates highercosts of operation, due to different material equipment. however, currently conductedresearches aim at developing SoFc systems which can operate at the temperature of 700°c.The advantage of SoFc is definitely high operating temperature, which improves efficiency forbase load power. Secondly, the solid electrolyte boosts conductivity. In the opposite of PeMFc,the fuel used in this solution, kerosene has better reforming and cleaning properties. however,this system performance for uaVs is not favored at a current stage.
2.2. research and Development of fuel-cell-powered unmanned aerial vehicles

(uav)currently, the development of aviation sector is moving towards More electric aircraft (Mea)concept concerning reduced fuel use and emissions on ground and in flight operations byimproving electrical power generation technologies. The main idea of this Mea architecture isto replace pneumatic and hydraulic systems onboard aircraft by electrical power including fuelcell applications. Power distribution subsystems onboard commercial aircraft, ram air turbine(raT) and auxiliary power units (aPu) can be replaced by fuel cell technology and much of theresearch and development in commercial application has been already done (Spencer, 2013).regarding aerospace, the first fuel cell-powered aircraft manufactured by NaSa was theapollo Space Shuttle (alkaline fuel cell) and gemini spacecraft (PeM fuel cell) in ‘60s.For the manned aircraft, several projects with fuel cell power solutions have beenimplemented. In 2005 FaSTec/aTP conducted the first flight of the fuel cell-battery hybridpower e-plane. In February 2008 boeing commercial airplanes together with europeanPartners conducted experimental flight tests in Spain of a manned airplane powered only by afuel cell and lightweight batteries. The Fuel cell demonstrator airplane used a PeM providedby Intelligent energy and lithium-ion battery to gain altitude and then cruised using only fuelcell power. In 2009 dlr presented antares dlr-h2 fuel cell manned aircraft, the flying testplatform. Next, in 2011, dlr, airbus and lufthansa Technique introduced the a320 aTraaircraft equipped with a fuel cell-powered electric nose wheel using only fuel cell power.european community “eNFIca-Fc” project conducted the first flight of fuel cell – hybridairplane in 2010 (www.fuelcell.org, 2014).From all types of fuel cells PeM Fc have been most commonly used in uaVs. The number ofpapers and reports from fuel cell manufacturers, component suppliers, fuel cell integrators,
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universities, research centers and government agencies express an interest and perspective ina promising research for the use of fuel cell in uaVs. research on the use of fuel cells in small,unmanned aircraft has already been underway for a number of years. There have been severalfuel-cell-powered unmanned aerial vehicles (uaV) (www.protonex.com, 2014). Some of themare described below:• helios (aerovironment, NaSa, Quantum Technologies, 2003) – photovoltaic-fuel cellhybrid powered uaV;• hornet Fc MaV (darPa – defense advanced research Projects agency sponsoredresearch contract, 2003) – micro aerial vehicle, powered by a fuel cell;• global observer uaS (aerovironment, 2005) – liquid hydrogen storage;• Spider-lion ( u.S. Naval research laboratory, Protonex, 2005) – a test flight of 3 hoursand 19 min. with h2 fuel consumption of 15 g h2;• Fuel cell Puma (Protonex, uS air Force laboratory, Naval research laboratory,Millennium cell, 2007) – with a metal hydride onboard hydrogen storage flew for 7 hoursand then for 9 hours (Stolten, 2010);• Pterosoar (cal State MFdc lab, oklahoma State university, horizon Fuel cellTechnologies,2007) – mini-uaV, with compressed hydrogen storage flew for 3 hours of128 km distance (Stolten, 2010);• hyFish fuel cell jet wing uaV (dlr german aerospace agency, horizon Fuel cellTechnologies, 2007) – with compressed hydrogen storage;• endurance uaV (university of Michigan, adaptive Materials, Inc., 2008) – flew for morethan 10 hours of 159 km distance (Stolten, 2010);• Ion Tiger (u.S. Naval research laboratory, The university of hawaii, hypercomp eng.,Protonex, 2009);• Mako uaS (u.S. Naval research laboratory, Pennsylvania State univesrity, Kuchera eng.,l3 communications/baI, Jadoo Power, 2009) – Fuel cell system provided 63W to theavionics and to the nose camera and video transmitter payload during the entire flight ofmore than 1 hour duration (Fuel cell bulletin, 2009a);• raven uaV (Protonex, aeroVironment, 2009) – achieved a flight time of 3 hours, doubledthe endurance of battery powered version;• boomerang (Israel-based bluebird aero Systems, horizon Fuel cell Technologies, 2009)– flew for 9 hours, 9kg uaV, the world’s first uaV powered by a commercially available fuelcell (Fuel cell bulletin, 2009b);• Mini-helicopter (uTrc – united Technologies research center, 2009) – fuel cell poweredhelicopter achived 20-minutes flight duration with 2,3kg of payload;• hale global observer (Joint capability Technology demonstration program, 2010) – a high altitude and long endurance uaV with liquid hydrogen-powered internalcombustion power plant ;• bird eye 650 mini-uaV (Israel aerospace Industries, horizon Fuel cell Technologies,2010) – achieved a flight time of 6 hours and more than doubled the endurance of abattery-powered version;• eaV-1 uaV (Korean aerospace research Institute KarI,  South Korea’s uconsystem,horizon Fuel cell Technologies, 2010) – achieved a flight time of 5 hours, 3 hours longerthan the battery-powered version;• Skylark uaV (elbit Systems, horizon Fuel cell Technologies, 2010) – with compressedhydrogen storage;• cIaM-80 mini uaV (cIaM baranov centraal Institute of aviation Motors, horizon energySystems, 2010) – with compressed hydrogen storage, flew several minutes;
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• Stalker Xe uaS (boeing, lokheed Martin, adaptive Materials Incorporated, 2011) – flew formore than 8 hours, powered by SoFc on propane fuel with liPo battery;• Faucon h2 (energyor, 2011) – flew for more than 10 hours; • Thunderbird (bluebird aero Systems, 2012);• Phantom eye hale uaV (boeing, NaSa, 2012) – high altitude and long endurance uaVwith liquid hydrogen-powered internal combustion power plant; • Ion Tiger ( u.S. Naval research laboratory, The university of hawaii, hypercomp eng.,Protonex, 2009) – flew for 23 hours and 17 minutes in october with 2,3 kg payload and for26 hours and 2 minutes in November by using compressed hydrogen stored at 350 bar(www.naval-technology.com, 2014);• Ion Tiger (2013) – the uaV flew for 48 hours and 1 minute by using cyrogenic liquidhydrogen fuel in a Nrl- developed cryogenic hydrogen fuel storage lightweight tank anddelivery system. about 1kg  fuel cell had rated power of 550W during testing (www.naval-technology.com);3. ProToN eXchaNge MeMbraNe Fuel cell aS a SoluTIoN For uNMaNNed aerIalVehIcleS
3.1. explication of Proton exchange Membrane cellPolymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PeMFcs) are the most promising source of energyfor applications demanding low temperatures, pressures or rapidly changing power demands.PeM fuel cell can be beneficial for different application and uaVs, providing low temperatureoperations below 100°c, a possibility of using oxygen gas from the air and also having shortstart-up and shut-down times. additionally, lower temperatures do not require the furtherbalance of plant equipment to maintain high temperatures. due to the low temperatureoperation of these cells, they can operate efficient and immediate after start-up, in ambienttemperature conditions using an air-cooling system. This makes them ideal for uaVapplications and with transient power needs.Power system with the low temperature of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PeMFc) isa potential competitor to the current power sources for transportation, mobile, portable andresidential applications. Systems that require high energy density and operation at low powerare desirable in unmanned aerial systems (uaVs). currently, the specific energy density of a PeM fuel cell system is about 700–1,000Wh/kg providing higher endurance in uaVscompared to batteries (romeo, 2013).uaV low power systems operate at extreme ambient temperature, pressure and humidityconditions, which generates the need for improvement of water and thermal managementstrategies. current development of low power systems is focused on requirements regardinghigh energy density, a reduced fuel consumption and emissions in order to improve overallweight/ mass ratio. operations in extreme ambient conditions require quick start-up as wellas high efficiency.Micro PeM fuel cell systems are designed to provide low power output. compared to highpower fuel cells, micro fuel cell require different and individual treatment in design. Systemdesign and thermal management taking into account its weight and size restrictions. Thedifference lies not only in cell construction but also in the fact that micro fuel cells have smallerreactant distribution channels, specific electrolyte and materials, lower power density ofmembrane active area and bigger parasitic losses. PeM fuel cell application depends ondurability and reliability of its technology. Further investigation and optimization is required.
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PeM fuel cells use pure hydrogen as fuel. The core of the fuel cell consists of a membraneelectrode assembly (Mea), which is placed between two flow-field plates and helps produce theelectrochemical reaction needed to separate electrons. a typical Mea is composed of a Polymerelectrolyte Membrane (PeM), two catalyst layers, and two gas diffusion layer (gdl). eachMea consists of two electrodes, the anode and the cathode with a very thin layer of catalyst,separated by a PeM.The flow-field plates provide hydrogen to the anode and oxygen to the cathode. The platinumcatalyst layer increases the rate of reaction at both anode and cathode, and promotes hydrogenseparation into protons and electrons. air flows through the channels in flow field platesleading directly to the cathode. The free electrons, produced at the anode, are conducted in theform of a usable electric current through the external circuit. The hydrogen protons diffusethrough the proton exchange membrane and combine with oxygen from the air and electronswhich return from the external circuit to form water and heat.
3.2. PeM cell availability for unmanned systemsFuel cell system for aeronautical applications needs to meet special requirements and safetyissues, which are mostly higher than the requirements for stationary and for automobileapplications. all necessary components of fuel cell system should operate properly during uaVoperation in different and rapidly changing conditions regarding: altitude, temperature,pressure, humidity, vibrations, shock and radiation.There are many fuel cells designed for application working on ground without the need fordynamic changes and in relatively stable environmental conditions, but there are somecommercially available fuel cell systems suitable for uaV. a couple of them are described below:• horizon Fuel cell Technologies (heS) in Singapore offers fuel integrated systems and ultra-light fuel cells designed especially for uaVs. additionally, custom engineering solutionsare also available in variety of configurations depending on range of power and type ofuaV. an integrated fuel cell system has two options: 200W/ 900Wh (2 kg take-offweight/1.5 kg landing weight) and 200W/ 1,800Wh (3 kg take-off weight/1.5 kg landingweight) with an "on-demand" hydrogen generating unit based on Nabh4 feedstock. ultra-light fuel cells are available with power of 200W, 500W, 1,000W and with pressurizedhydrogen vessel systems. horizon Fuel cell Technologies had developed the liquidchemical fuel–integrated fuel cell system called aeroPaK, which consist of three sections:a fuel tank with hydrogen-rich Nabh4 mixture, a hydrogen generation system and a fuelcell (www.hes.sg, 2014).aeroPaK system was already used in the previous projects on uaV demonstration and test,which include Pterosoar, hyFish fuel cell jet wing uaV, boomerang, bird eye 650 mini-uaV,eaV-1 uaV, Skylark uaV, cIaM-80 mini uaV.• Protonex provides unattended, a reliable and durable source of power for a large spectrumof applications including uaVs (www.protonex.com, 2014)The Protonex system was already used in the previous projects on uaV demonstration andtest flights, which include: Fuel cell Puma, Spider-lion, Ion Tiger and raven uaV.• energyor provides aerospace fuel cell system solutions with 1,790 Wh at 310 W(www.energyor.com, 2011)energyor system was already used in the previous project Faucon h2 on uaV demonstrationand test flights.• Jadoo Power Systems, Inc. develops and manufactures power and energy storage systemsfor military and commercial markets (www.bloomberg.com, 2014).
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oGniWa PaLiWoWe JaKo aLternatYWne ZasiLanie
BeZZaŁoGoWYch sYsteMÓW LataJĄcYch (BsL) – oBecna sYtuacJa 

i KierunKi roZWoJu

Abstrakt:
Opracowanie zawiera szczegółową analizę systemów zasilania w bezzałogowych statkach

powietrznych, charakterystykę, wady oraz zalety poszczególnych rozwiązań. Głównym tematem
jest możliwość zastosowania ogniw paliwowych w systemach UAV. Nacisk położony jest na
aspekty technologiczne. Przedstawione są typy ogniw paliwowych wraz z najważniejszymi
cechami, oraz ich analiza pod kątem możliwości wykorzystania praktycznego. Przygotowano
również opracowanie przedstawiające platformy bezzałogowe obecnie wykorzystujące ogniwa
paliwowe. Po wnikliwej ocenie dostępnych rozwiązań, wykazano, którego typu ogniwo obecnie
preferowane są do wykorzystania w systemach UAV. Następnie przedstawiono profil wybranego
rozwiązania, charakterystykę, główne kryteria wyboru, kierunek rozwoju oraz podsumowanie.

Słowa kluczowe: Bezzałogowe systemy latające (BSL), magazynowanie energii, zasilanie,
ogniwa paliwowe, PEM
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